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Abstract
News has traditionally been well researched, with studies ranging from sentiment analysis
to event detection and topic tracking. We extend the focus to two surprisingly under-researched
aspects of news: framing and predictive utility. We demonstrate that framing influences public
opinion and behavior, and present a simple entropic algorithm to characterize and detect framing
changes. We introduce a dataset of news topics with framing changes, harvested from manual
surveys in previous research. Our approach achieves an F-measure of F1 = 0.96 on our data,
whereas dynamic topic modeling returns F1 = 0.1. We also establish that news has predictive
utility, by showing that legislation in topics of current interest can be foreshadowed and predicted
from news patterns.
1 Introduction
News is known to be a significant driver of public perception [28, 24, 34]. In particular, news impacts
product development and user concern. Examples include the reaction to negative press about the
Facebook News Feed launch [27], and the end of the Quora “Views” feature [48]. News also appears
to influence legislation [14, 41, note 52].
Not surprisingly, news has garnered much research interest in computer science, with studies
addressing news sentiment [46, 57], event detection [55, 56], and topic detection and tracking (TDT)
[1, 2].
However, existing literature surprisingly ignores an important aspect of news analysis, namely,
framing. Framing theory [10, 15] suggests that how a topic is presented to the audience (called “the
frame”) influences the choices people make about how to process that information. The central
premise of framing theory [10] is that since an issue can be viewed from a variety of perspectives
and be construed as having varying implications, the manner in which it is presented influences
public reaction.
In general, understanding news framing can be a crucial component of decision-support in a
corporate and regulatory setting. To illustrate this, we present a real-life example of the influence of
framing on public perception and legislation. In 2011, security vulnerabilities in Facebook’s use of
HTML5 allowed third-party applications to steal personal data from approximately 59 million users
[12]. The framing of news on the topic “Markup Languages” changed from a neutral narrative to
one focusing on personal privacy. Revenues of Merix Games, Wimi5, and other HTML companies
declined to the tune of four million dollars over the course of 2012 [19]. We posit that the decline
was caused by negative coverage of news about HTML5 following the data leak (see Figure 7). In
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2013, the Personal Data Protection and Breach Accountability Act was promulgated in Congress
[50], under which Facebook was sued [19].
Accordingly, we address three problems pertaining to framing:
1.0.1 Detecting Framing Changes
Since news is an important channel for public communication, the framing of news influences public
perception. In particular, framing changes have been shown to cause changes in public opinion
[13, 28, 30, 46].
Efforts to estimate changes in framing of a given news topic have hitherto been restricted to
post facto studies [13, 17, 28, 30, 38] that require considerable human effort to survey and analyze
data. Given the fast pace of cause-and-effect news cycles (see Section on Discriminative Framing
and News Cycles), it is useful to be able to automatically detect framing changes in an ongoing
news cycle.
1.0.2 Understanding Public Perception
Our work builds on recent efforts to understand the drivers of public perception. Whereas com-
panies, regulators, and Government organizations invest considerable manual time and effort into
surveying and measuring public perception [43, 45], self-reported data has proven to be unreliable as
a measure [9, 26, 36]. Recent research in sociology has attempted to leverage news as an alternative
data source [29, 42, 46].
Our work confirms that news is a powerful influence and indicator of public opinion, builds
on existing work by automating survey-based approaches, presents a data-driven model for news
cycle prediction, and quantitatively demonstrates its practical applicability with a case study of
legislation, by developing a predictive relationship between news framing and legislative activity.
1.0.3 Predicting Legislative Changes
Existing literature in Topic Detection and Tracking [1, 2] and event detection only addresses post
facto inference from news, but stops short of making any predictions about public or legislative
reaction. However, ensuring compliance with latest legislation is time and effort intensive for most
organizations, and suboptimal compliance monitoring by Internet companies [11, 35] has resulted in
multi-million dollar losses on multiple previous occasions. Since there could be complex exogenous
factors that drive legislative interest in a topic, it is hard to anticipate legislation and adapt policy.
We attempt to address this shortcoming by building a predictive model of legislative activity
from news patterns. We present surprising results that demonstrate powerful predictive relation-
ships between topic news patterns and legislation.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
Detecting Framing Changes We present what is to our knowledge the first algorithm (see Sec-
tion on Changes in Framing) to quantify changes in framing between two temporally separated
news corpora, and threshold changes as significant or insignificant. Our algorithm outperforms
Dynamic Latent Dirichlet Allocation (DLDA) [5] by a factor of 80% (in terms of F1 measure)
on our data.
Data-Driven News Cycle Prediction We present a data-driven approach (Section on Discrim-
inative Framing) that models the relationship between features of a news cycle and likely
public reaction. Our model enables us to identify the current “state” of a news cycle, its
likely duration, and probable public perception change.
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Predicting Legislative Activity We present a system for predicting the likelihood of legislation
being enacted in a given topic, based on the corpus of news publishing within it. Our system
achieves an overall F1 measure of 0.96 our data set.
We restrict our analysis to online text-based news, and focus on the analysis of news patterns
in the United States and the United Kingdom.
2 Related Work
Entman [1993] defines framing as the “selection [of] some aspects of a perceived reality to make them
more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition,
causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation ”. In Section Changes in
Framing, we present an n-gram based approach to the estimation of framing, and an entropy-based
approach to framing changes that draws motivation from [18].
It is worthwhile to distinguish our study of framing from the problem of event detection, which
refers to detecting localized events in a streaming corpus of news. Event detection often relies on
bursts in specific n-gram frequency in a general news corpus. Topic modeling approaches such as
LDA [6] and Dynamic LDA (DLDA) [5] are often used for this purpose. However, within a given
news topic, many defining n-grams such as smoking in a smoking corpus remain consistent across
events. For example, almost 50% of DLDA keywords in the example from Science [5] are identical.
Consequently, such keywords and n-grams do not reflect changes in language brought about by the
associated events. Further, not all events automatically result in a framing change; for instance,
many demonstrations in favor of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) rights between
1990 and 2000 (see Section on Changes in Framing) did not succeed in altering the overall news
framing until the early 2000s.
A related research area is of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [2, 1, 32, 40]. TDT addresses
the problem of discovering unsupervised topics from a stream of news stories. It works by clustering
similar documents together to form topics. Whereas TDT could form a baseline approach to identify
news documents relevant to a specific topic, it cannot be used to detect framing changes within a
given topic.
3 Datasets
3.1 Data Sources
We examine news articles gathered from The New York Times (NYT) [2016] and the Guardian
[2016]. In addition to the large volume of relevant news made available by these two publications
(see Section on Data Sources), our choice is motivated by their well-documented influence on public
attitudes and perception [3, 16, 23, 31, 34]. We also note that the NYT has previously been shown
to influence legislation [41], making it an ideal choice for our study.
3.2 Topic Datasets
We define topic news as referring to all news publishing primarily related to a specific topic (see
Table 1, and the section on Dataset Accuracy).
Our choice of topics is motivated by ground truth framing changes that were observed and
recorded using extensive manual studies from earlier research [13, 17, 28, 30, 38].
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We follow an iterative data collection procedure to seed and refine our datasets for each topic.
We begin with a simple keyword search for the topic of interest, for instance, “surveillance.” We
then extract a random subset of the articles returned by this search (we used a cardinality of 100
in this paper), and manually code these into relevant and irrelevant articles. We define our period-
specific universal set Ut1,t2 as the set of all articles published by the API during the time period
t1 to t2. The period t1–t2 is specifically chosen for each topic given a priori knowledge of changes
in framing (see Section on Changes in Framing). We generate topic negatives by mining corpora
extracted from the “quiescent” periods of topic news cycles as described in the Discriminative
Framing section. Using the positives and negatives from our manual coding, we train a Random
Forest (RF) [8] classifier, which we use to extract a further m = min(1000, k) positives and hard
negatives [25], where k is the number of positives (negatives) in our universal set. We use m as our
training vector in a new RF to extract all positives in Ut1,t2 which forms our final topic dataset.
We find that this iterative training approach increases dataset precision over a single classifier.
3.3 Dataset Accuracy
To gain confidence that the articles obtained using the approach described above are relevant to
each topic, we manually reviewed samples from each topic dataset. In particular, to estimate the
precision we coded random samples of 200 each from the NYT and the Guardian from each topic.
Each sample was coded by two people; one person coded both sets. We employ a simple coding
scheme whereby an article is said to be relevant to a topic if it could not achieve publication with
the topic component removed, for instance, an article is about LGBT rights if the segment of the
article not concerning LGBT rights could not achieve publication in its own right.
Table 1 shows interrater agreement using Cohen’s Kappa [54].
Table 1: Interrater agreement as Cohen’s Kappa.
Precision
Topic Coder 1 Coder 2 Kappa
LGBT rights 0.98 0.98 1.00
Smoking 0.96 0.98 0.85
Surveillance 0.83 0.82 0.96
Obesity 0.91 0.88 0.82
Cyberbullying 0.86 0.93 0.87
Drones 0.72 0.76 0.64
HTML5 0.98 0.98 1.00
4 Changes in Framing
We detect changes in framing based on computing entropy.
4.1 Discriminative Framing and Keywords
We define discriminative framing as those aspects of a topic’s current framing that distinguish it
from the topic’s framing at a previous time period. To this end, we adopt the idea of an entropic
formulation of discriminative keywords, as proposed by Sheshadri et al. [2017].
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Below, a corpus T is a set of news articles. Specifically, given two disjoint sets of news articles T1
and T2, we identify a set of k n-grams that yield the largest Information Gain (IG) in the combined
corpus T = T1∪T2. Let A be an article in corpus T . Let xi represent any of the possible m n-grams
in T . Let S(xi, T ) = {A ∈ T |xi ∈ A} be the set of articles in corpus T in which the n-gram xi
appears. We use a |T | ×m term frequency (TF) matrix representing the corpus to calculate H, the
information entropy of T .
IG(T, xi) = H(T )− S(xi, T )|T | H(S(xi)) (1)
Following Entman’s formulation, this approach weights n-grams that are specific to a particular
corpus more highly than n-grams that are common to both corpora. A quick intuition for the
approach is obtained by considering that the unigram “Snowden” has a high utility in distinguishing
Surveillance articles subsequent to 2014 from those prior to 2013, but the unigram “surveillance”
is common to both corpora and therefore does not.
Since keywords from a particular news corpus distinguish it from others, they may be said to
represent the “state” or “concentration” of news in that corpus.
We represent n-grams in a learned co-occurrence vector space in order to compare similarity. To
simplify computation, we conduct Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on our co-occurrence space
and extract the eigenvectors corresponding to the j = 3 largest eigenvalues. We then compute Word
Mover’s Distance (WMD) [33] between all pairs of keywords in this space, and use their median
as a simple numeric threshold for significance. The values of k = 6 and j = 3 are experimentally
selected to optimize the observed F1 measure. We used unigrams and bigrams, following previous
research [46].
To arrive at a threshold for significance, we used an Expectation Maximization (EM) approach
to choose the value (0.15 in this paper) that maximized performance.
Note that aside from experimental optimization of our parameters, the approach we use to
threshold framing changes is completely unsupervised and requires no manual labeling of train-
ing data (other than the assumption of a high precision dataset, generally obtainable using the
procedure described in Section Topic Datasets).
Figure 1: A 2D projection of maximum entropy keywords within each of the four framing change
positives. Notice that keywords within each topic cluster together, illustrating the framing change.
To demonstrate the semantic similarity between top keywords in each topic, we used t-SNE [52]
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to obtain a 2D projection of our learned similarity space. The clusters and separation are depicted
in Figure 1.
4.2 Smoking
Cummings [2014] conducted a study of the framing of smoking related news pre and post 2000,
and concluded that framing had changed from portraying smoking as a personal rights issue from
1990–2000 to coverage primarily as a health issue post 2000. To check if our system detects this
change, we extracted 2,000 articles from each API, 1,000 each for the two periods 1990–2000 and
2001–2017.
Table 2 demonstrates our keyword results alongside DLDA results on this dataset. Whereas
DLDA results for each period are relatively consistent and do not reflect the ground truth framing
change, our approach identifies many keywords that are indicative of the change in framing, for
example, the n-grams “surgeon general”, “doctor”, “insurance plan” and so on are reflective of the
change. Our mean semantic similarity on this dataset (0.2) is thresholded as significant by the EM
approach described in the Discriminative Framing section.
4.3 LGBT Rights
Reference [28] shows that public approval of LGBT rights is at its lowest (within the period sur-
veyed) from 1996–1998 at an average 30%, and shot up to 46% in 2007. Further, the paper describes
how the framing of LGBT rights has changed from being seen as a morality issue pre 2000, to be-
ing seen as an equal rights issue post 2007. We evaluated our approach on the framing of LGBT
rights by extracting news from the NYT API during two periods, 1990–2000 (2,332 articles), and
2007–2017 (3,176 articles). We restrict our analysis to NYT, since the study in [28] uses a survey
of American residents.
We present top keywords in Table 2. Several of our keywords reflect the framing change, for
example, the n-grams “equality index”, “acceptance”, “anti discrimination” and so on are indicative
of the change in news framing to an equal rights narrative.
4.4 Surveillance
A Pew Research survey [38] found that public approval of the NSA surveillance program declined
sharply to about 25% from the earlier 49% in the wake of the Snowden revelations [38]. Since
then, publishing in Surveillance has reflected a trend in public disapproval (manifesting in negative
framing) and skepticism of privacy protection [39].
We evaluated our approach on this dataset by extracting surveillance articles from both APIs
for the period 2003–2017.
Table 2 depicts the results. Note that whereas DLDA keywords for this dataset do not remain
largely unchanged over the two periods, these keywords still do not detect the change in framing
to more negative sentiment coverage.
Our keywords exhibit enhanced performance over DLDA on this dataset in two ways. Firstly,
mean semantic similarity in our learned co-occurrence space for our keywords (0.16) represents
a significant (as determined by manual surveys) framing change according to the EM classifier,
whereas the corresponding similarity from DLDA (0.09) is thresholded as not significant (contrary
to ground truth). Secondly, three out of our top six keywords figure in a standard list of negative
sentiment words [7], reflecting the more negative coverage of surveillance news subsequent to the
Snowden revelations (Figure 3) [38].
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Table 2: Comparing our approach with DLDA. The sets of top DLDA keywords for the consecu-
tive periods are almost identical, indicating that framing changes are not identified by DLDA. In
contrast, our approach highlights the framing changes by bringing out the keywords that indicate
the change of framing across the same two periods.
S
m
ok
in
g
DLDA
1990–
2000
cigarette; tobacco; reynolds; advertising sales; philip morris
DLDA
2001–
2017
cigarette; tobacco; reynolds; reynolds american; philip morris; electronic cigarettes
DLDA
difference
advertising, sales; electronic cigarettes
Our
difference
doctor; surgeon general; insurance plan; reynolds; health policy; minimum price
S
u
rv
ei
ll
an
ce
DLDA
2003–
2013
surveillance; patient records; cookies; Google; Harry Cayton; communications
DLDA
2014–
2017
Freedom Act; phone records; patriot act; Snowden; whistleblower; stingray
DLDA
difference
surveillance; patient records; cookies; Google; Harry Cayton; Freedom Act; phone
records; Patriot Act; Snowden whistleblower; stingray
Our
difference
Snowden; desperation; powers bill; abominable; devastating; pass liability
L
G
B
T
R
ig
h
ts
DLDA
1990–
2000
lgbt; gay; gay marriage; conservative; gay rights; bigotry
DLDA
2007–
2017
gay; lgbt people; same sex; gay rights; transgender; gay travelers
DLDA
difference
gay marriage; conservative; bigotry; same sex; transgender; gay travelers
Our
difference
pride; anti discrimination; acceptance; repression; equality index; civil rights
O
b
es
it
y
DLDA sedentary lifestyle; diet; health warning
1990–
2000
genetic causes; unhealthy; exercise
DLDA
2007–
2017
obesity; unhealthy diet; genetic; low intensity; fat intake; surgical treatment
DLDA
difference
sedentary lifestyle; health warning; genetic causes; exercise; unhealthy; obesity; fat
intake; surgical treatment
Our
difference
food industry; car culture; processed; fast food; fructose; junk food
4.5 Obesity
Obesity related news [30] framed the issue as primarily one of individual responsibility pre 2001,
framing in the last 15 years had in contrast presented the issue as being primarily due to societal
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and cultural problems. We scraped 2,000 articles from the New York Times (since [30] restricts its
study to Americans) from 1990–2000 and 2001–2017, respectively. Top keywords from our approach
alongside DLDA are shown in Table 2.
5 Discriminative Framing and News Cycles
In the previous Section, we showed that semantic similarity of discriminative framing serves as a
high F-measure classifier for ground truth topic framing changes. In this section, we apply these
insights of to develop a theory linking news cycles to public reaction. News publishing within a
specified topic is often driven by significant events [22, 44]. For example, consider the effect of the
Snowden revelations on publishing volume in Surveillance (Figure 3). The number of surveillance
news articles increased by nearly 250% for the year 2014. To confirm that the increase in volume
was due to Snowden, a single rater coded all surveillance articles from 2014 into as Snowden or
not Snowden. The criterion used was to consider an article Snowden related if it could not achieve
publication with the Snowden component removed. We found that 67 of 72 Surveillance articles in
2014 are Snowden related.
We use the fact that event-driven publishing is likely (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) to have high
similarity, such as in the Snowden example above. We posit that significant events can thus be
said to create high volume, correlated publishing within a topic, which is likely to elicit a public
response. Following this response, publishing within the topic dies away to a quiescent state in
which volume is low and publishing is uncorrelated (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7).
Motivated by this framework, we define the following features of a news corpus:
5.0.1 Volume:
The number of articles in a news corpus.
5.0.2 Mean Sentiment:
The mean polarity [47] of the articles in a news corpus.
5.0.3 Mean Normalized Correlation:
The mean pairwise Pearson correlation [4] between each pair of
(
n
2
)
articles (represented by TF
vectors) in a corpus, where n is the volume of the corpus.
Whereas earlier work presented evidence that news influences public reaction, it does not address
prediction of the nature of that reaction or when it is likely to occur. Our findings suggest that
certain features of news, such as volume and correlation (as described above), changes in framing,
and sentiment variations (Figure 3) present sources for a data driven learning framework which holds
the promise of automating predictions of public reaction. Further, the aforementioned features also
serve as an indicator of where in a news cycle a topic currently resides, and how much longer it
may endure.
6 Legislation
Public reaction to news publishing has been shown to have diverse implications, such as in tech-
nology development [48], user behavior [20], and regulatory policy [14].
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Figure 2: News as a communication channel for organizational information. Public perceptions
about topics in general and organizations in particular are driven by news. Incidents involving
organizations are reported by news publications. News reports influence regulators and regulators
often encourage organizations to communicate information through the news .
We present strong evidence that news-driven public perception changes can influence legislative
activity. We demonstrate a consistent predictive relationship between the features of news presented
in the Discriminative Framing Section and the volume of legislative activity (measured by the count
of laws debated, enacted, or amended) within a topic.
We predict an annual binary legislative label. For a given news topic in a given year, the label
represents a prediction about whether there is likely to be significant legislative activity (based
on the historical news pattern in that topic). We use the features mentioned above. Rather than
using the raw values of these features, which are unlikely to be predictive in themselves, we use the
absolute value of the normalized annual difference of each feature, since changes are more likely to
determine where in a new cycle a topic currently resides. As an intuitive illustration, consider that
a yearly news volume of 80 articles or a mean correlation of 0.2 is not predictive in itself, but an
increased volume of 80 articles from last year or an increased correlation of 20% may be predictive.
Our training data thus consists of temporally separated pairs of values for each feature. For
every pair of observations (for every feature), we construct discrete probability distributions and
normalize them over each feature, to arrive at a pair of distributions which capture the change
pattern exhibited by the feature over legislative years and years with no legislation.
We then use these distributions to construct a joint change distribution of the two observations.
This enables us to arrive at the conditional using a simple Bayesian formulation:
Let (x1, x2) be a feature vector pair, then:
Pf (x2|x1) = Pf (x1|x2)∑
x2
Pf (x1|x2) (2)
We adopt the naive Bayes assumption to arrive at a single estimate from all the features:
P (x2|x1) =
∏
f
Pf (x2|x1) (3)
We use a simple binary threshold to evaluate a binary legislative or not legislative label,
P (x2|x1) < t.
For our experiments, we adopt the Leave One Out (LOO) approach, employing data from all
but one class for training and using the remaining class as our testbed.
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6.1 Surveillance
Following the Snowden revelations of June 2013, the USA Freedom Act was introduced in the US
Congress in October 2013, and was finally passed into law in 2015. Our Surveillance data captures
this period of legislative activity, together with a quiescent period preceding it from 2003 to 2013.
Figure 3 shows the patterns. We obtain an F-measure of 0.93 and an accuracy of 0.93 (13 out of
14) on this dataset.
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Figure 3: News volume, correlation, and sentiment as predictors of legislation in Surveillance.
6.2 Cyberbullying
Although there are no federal Cyberbullying laws yet, we compiled a comprehensive list of state wise
Cyberbullying laws to employ as ground truth. Due to space constraints, we do not enumerate the
list here, but provide a few representative entries to illustrate the list. We harvested news articles
from 2003 when reports of Cyberbullying began to appear, until 2016 for a total of 375 articles.
Figure 4 visualizes the number of state Cyberbullying laws enacted in a given year, alongside
Cyberbullying news volume and mean article correlation.
6.3 Drones
Drone legislation in America was first promulgated in 2015 [53], and Senate debate on the subject
has been active since. We tested our approach on this dataset by using the data shown in Figure 5.
As can be seen from the figure, Volume and MNC reach a peak for the year 2015, while sentiment
is at a low for the period surveyed (we exclude years in which the Volume is 0). We tested our
classifier on 8 labels from this set, excluding years prior to 2009 due to the absence of relevant
publishing during those years (Figure 5). We achieve an F-measure of 0.875 on this topic.
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Figure 4: News volume and correlation as predictors of legislation in Cyberbullying.
Table 3: Cyberbullying Laws by State. We omit the full list due to space constraints.
Year State Name
2001 CA SB719
2005 AZ HB2368
2006 AK HB482
2007 AR Act115
2008 CA AB86
2009 AL HB0216
2011 AR Act905
2011 AZ HB2415
Full list omitted
2016 KY criminal statute 525.080
6.4 Child Privacy
The primary laws governing children’s privacy protection in the United States are COPPA [21]
and FERPA [51]. COPPA was originally introduced in April 1998, and went through a series of
amendments from 1999 through 2005, and again from 2012–2013. FERPA was enacted in 1974.
Due to the unavailability of children’s privacy news articles before 1974 (a keyword search in the
NYT developers API returns 0 articles), we restrict our analysis to COPPA. We collected children’s
privacy news articles from 1990 to 2016 from the NYT API (a total of 2,011 articles), and visualize
news volume together with correlation in Figure 6. The figure displays a clear correlation between
news volume and likelihood of legislation. The LOO approach produces an F-measure of 1 on this
dataset.
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Figure 5: News volume and correlation as predictors of legislation in Drones.
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Figure 6: News volume and correlation as predictors of legislation in child privacy.
6.5 HTML5
Figure 7 depicts the news patterns for the HTML5 Facebook ID leak case, from a quiescent period
(2008) to the period capturing the leak, and subsequent legislative reaction (2011–2014). Our model
correctly predicts five out of the seven labels.
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Figure 7: News patterns around the 2011 Facebook ID leak, and subsequent legislation.
7 Limitations
Our analysis leaves out social media, ex: twitter, and focuses on just two (albeit influential) news
sources. While sufficiently predictive for our dataset, our model would benefit from additional
data sources. The dependence on earlier surveys to extract positives limited the cardinality of our
dataset, however, our approach remains generic.
8 Conclusion
We highlight an influential facet of news, framing, which has hitherto been ignored by the computer
science community. We demonstrate that existing approaches (TDT, DLDA) fail to detect framing
changes. We contribute a simple entropic algorithm that together with learned semantic similarity
detects framing changes with high precision. Further, we posit a counter intuitive relationship
between the volume of topic based publishing and the similarity of the published articles. This
enables us to estimate the nature of a current topic news cycle, how long it is likely to endure,
and the nature of likely public reaction. We demonstrate the practical utility of our approach with
a case study of legislation in topics of current interest, and achieve an average F-measure of 0.96
on our dataset. Our work demonstrates for the first time that topic news patterns have predictive
utility.
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